
 

JUSTIN BYRNE 
 

Profile 
 

Orange County, CA 
714.397.6726 
 
 github.com/justin-byrne 
 linkedin.com/in/Justin-byrne/ 
 stackoverflow.com/story/justinbyrne 
 justinbyrne001@gmail.com  
 

S k i l l s  
 

Languages 
C 
C# 
Java 
PHP 
Perl 
JavaScript 
 

Frameworks 
.NET 
Node.js 
Laravel 
WordPress 
 

O t h e r  
 
SQL 
MS SQL Server 
Web Scraping 
Debugging 
PHPUnit 
jQuery 
Agile Methodology 
Jenkins 
Fiddler 
JIRA 
VS Code 
Visual Studio Community 
Bugzilla 
Bootstrap 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

E x p e r i e n c e  
 

Software Developer 2017 - 2018 
PriceSpider 
Tech: C#, .NET, TypeScript, JavaScript, SQL, Microsoft SQL Server, Docker, JIRA, Fiddler, 
Agile Methodology, GitHub, Jenkins. 

 Created seller-specific web scraping scripts to e-commerce websites using C#, 
JavaScript, TypeScript, Node.js and Docker. 

 Maintained the data scraping technologies by completing a backlog of 800+ 
debugging tickets using C# with agile development methodologies. 

 Programmed 200+ seller-specific web scraping scripts to provide accurate data for 
clients to see what their products’ ratings and reviews are from customers. 

 Responsible for completion of code reviews, building latest software update in 
Jenkins, and documentation of the daily release notes with risk evaluations. 

 

Full Stack Developer 2015 - 2017 
Byrne-Systems 
Tech: PHP, Laravel, JavaScript, C#, .NET, Java, SQL 

 Analyzed and modified legacy software to adapt software to new software 
specifications, upgraded interfaces, and improved performance. 

 Collaborated with engineering to judiciously implement front-end interface 
elements to support back-end architecture. 

 Evaluated code to ensure that it’s valid; properly structured, meets industry 
standards, and is compatible with common operating systems. 

 Developed and documented style guidelines for web-site content. 

 

Junior Web Developer 2014 - 2015 
ProBoards 
Tech: Perl, JavaScript, HTML, CSS, LESS, SQL 

 Assisted in designing, building, and maintaining new revision of new forum 
platform. 

 Developed and validated test routines and schedules to ensure that test cases 
mimic external interfaces and address all software requirements. 

 Resolved and documented critical software bugs through Bugzilla.  

 

Full Stack Developer 2013 - 2014 
Khafre 
Tech: PHP, WordPress, HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, Dreamweaver, SQL 

 Developed and directed software system testing and validation procedures, 
programming, and documentation. 

 Participated in various conferences, workshops, and groups to spread community 
awareness of our product offerings. 

 
 
 

E d u c a t i o n  
 

DeVry University, BS 2010 
 Lead a team of 5 to complete the final project, using PHP, HTML, CSS, Twitter 

Bootstrap. 
 

Cal State Fullerton, AA 2000 

https://stackoverflow.com/story/justinbyrne
mailto:justinbyrne001@gmail.com

